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“You’re combining that very high-

CTV-powered revenue on top of brand

impact brand presence associated

awareness driving a significant shift of

with linear television — that big-

advertising dollars. Budget is moving

screen TV ad experience from a

out of linear and even social media, and

recall standpoint, from an emotional

it’s headed to CTV.

standpoint — with CTV, merging
awareness with all of the benefits

Alongside these changes, there are

of digital,” said Alexa Tierney, senior

challenges. Questions around data

director of customer success at MNTN.

resources, skill sets, fragmentation,

“Now, you’re actually able to do more

new steps and newly needed tactics

advanced targeting and specific

are in play. Our survey highlights these

targeting, and you can actually

factors as well, and case examples

measure the effectiveness, testing and

of advertisers working to conquer the

basing of your actions on actual data

complexities of an increasingly powerful

that you can track in something close

channel further illustrate the steps and

to real time. It’s really the marriage of

solutions they’re enacting.
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two worlds.”
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Advertiser spend and focus:
CTV has become an essential
marketing channel
For most of the brands and agencies

The surge, according to a recent Digiday

linear folks. It took from traditional digital

in our survey, CTV’s acceleration as a

report, became especially evident in the

partners. That’s where we know the

go-to advertising approach has been

2020 upfront season.

eyeballs are going, and the dollars have
to follow that.”

underway for some time. More than
half of the respondents (55%) said they

“CTV took from everybody,” said

started shifting their marketing budgets

one agency executive (speaking

to connected TV between 2018 and 2021.

anonymously) in the article. “It took from

Tracking advertisers’ CTV
budgeting shift

Less than 1 year ago

Q. When did you start shifting your

1–3 years ago

investments to CTV?

More than 3 years ago

Have not started yet

16%

55%

13%

16%

CTV
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Experts interviewed for this report have

they should really be exploring and

differentiates us from our big box retail

watched the channel deepen its roots in

maximizing for their brand.”

and other online retail competitors.”

the past three years.
Online home improvement retailer Build

Survey respondents quantified how much

“If we look at the timeline,” said Tierney

with Ferguson integrated CTV as a way

of their marketing budget moved to CTV

at MNTN, “three-ish years ago was the

to find potential new customers. Scott

in 2021 and how much they expected to

early adopter stage. Whereas now,

McConney, performance marketing

shift to the channel in 2022.

if I look at the past year, CTV in the

manager at Build with Ferguson, said the

marketing mix has become something

brand adopted the channel in recent

Their responses show incremental

that’s no longer a question of, ‘Should

years because of its targeting and

increases to connected TV budgets

I run CTV?’, but, ‘How and where am I

creative capabilities.

in the 21%–80% range, with a notable
uptick of six percentage points among

running CTV, and what am I doing from a
strategic point of view with it?’

“With tactics such as 30-second video

those moving 61%–80% of their marketing

ads, CTV gives us the opportunity to

dollars to the channel. Overall, more than

“It’s more of a mainstay,” said Tierney,

explain what our business is and what

half (51%) allocate more than 40% of their

“and people know that it’s something

we do,” said McConney, “as well as what

marketing budget to CTV campaigns.

CTV is claiming significant
share of marketers’ budgets

0%

Q. How much of your marketing

0%
0%

31%

1%–20%

budget did you move to CTV in 2021?

2021

2022

22%

25%

21%–40%

26%

28%

41%–60%

30%

14%

61%–80%

20%

81%–100%

2%
2%
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“

CTV in the marketing mix has
become something that’s no longer
a question of, ‘Should I run CTV?’
It’s, ‘How and where am I running
CTV, and what am I doing from a
strategic point of view with it?
— Alexa Tierney, senior director,
customer success, MNTN
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Where is this movement of marketing

58%

Linear TV

allocation occurring? Respondents
highlighted two primary sources —
linear TV (58%) and social media (41%).

41%

Social media
Web display advertising

Q. From which lines of your
marketing budget are you moving
dollars to support your CTV strategy?
Select all that apply.

34%
29%

Out-of-home advertising
22%

Audio
Paid search

21%

Email

19%

Mobile in-app

18%

Experiential

11%

No shift to CTV

8%

That CTV is borrowing from linear’s long-

Reasons may be related to repurposing.

advertising channel, but so is CTV’s

standing allocation is hardly surprising.

As Digiday reported last fall, advertisers

perceived role in strategic planning.

However, given that social media —

combine social video into longer-form

Almost all survey respondents (89%)

social commerce and social display, in

edits and deploy them to streaming TV

identified connected TV as significantly

particular — also saw heightened interest platforms.

— i.e., moderately to very — important in

and attention and spend in 2020 and

their omnichannel advertising strategy

2021, the move of advertising budgets

Marketers moving dollars to CTV is

from that channel to CTV stands out.

one kind of evidence for a booming

CTV emerges as a
strategic pillar

Very important

Q. How important is CTV in your
omnichannel marketing strategy in 2021?

this past year.

60%

Moderately important

29%

Slightly important
Not important

11%
0%

Driving that perception of value to the

targeting equation in the connected TV

that can’t deliver the same insights in

marketing strategy is CTV’s position in

space, experts say the channel is likely

light of data restrictions dependent on

a privacy-forward marketplace. With IP

scooping up dollars from budget lines

other ways to track the customer journey.

addresses being an essential part of the
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Spotlight on targeting:
How CTV gets the
message to the medium
As marketers work to follow their

and targeting solutions. A majority rely

cookie approach). Geolocation and

customers in the CTV space, they are

on first- and third-party data (even as

contextual targeting also hold significant

turning to a familiar spectrum of data

the final moments of the third-party

positions on the respondents’ shortlists.

First- and third-party
data lead the CTV
targeting pack

First-party data

61%

Third-party data

61%

Q. What tactics are you using to
reach target CTV audiences? Select all

Geolocation targeting

55%

that apply.
51%

Contextual targeting

35%

Interest-based targeting

Within those categories and

in to hide their IP address on Safari.

to share their information. IP address

approaches, one data type has been

The outcome is a fresh mandate for

privacy, on the other hand, requires users

prevalent in CTV’s recent past.

marketers: The value exchange they offer

to navigate to their settings to opt-out

for the customer data they need has

— a small yet significant difference that

never been more critical.

affects how many users actually hide

“The nice thing is at this point, CTV is

their information.

still very household-based,” said Tierney
at MNTN. “So, you know, we’re talking

That said, CTV advertisers can rest easy

about IP-based targeting, which, knock

regarding IP address scrutiny for the time

As with all advertising channels,

on wood, is still in a stronghold. And so

being. Concerns around IP addresses

transparent people-based approaches

I think it’s an opportunity for advertisers

are nowhere near the levels for other

with contextual alignment are at the

to take budget that they’re maybe not

data that sit at the center of the online

center of every initiative in the CTV

able to effectively invest elsewhere, or

privacy debate: third-party cookies and

space. The approach is the only way

not as much as in the past, and still have

mobile app tracking.

to continuously and successfully run
a marketing campaign that gets its

a really effective means of reaching their
audience. It hasn’t been affected in the

One can compare how Apple handled

message through the privacy gate and

same way yet by recent legislation.”

IP address privacy versus its treatment

into the consumer’s consented — and

of mobile app data in the recent iOS 14

welcome — consideration.

Marketers, however, are watching recent

update. For mobile app data, Apple’s

developments carefully: With iOS 15, for

default setting now requires users to

example, users are now able to opt-

take action by asking them to opt-in
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CTV is transforming
brand and performance
team expectations
In 2021, the rise of CTV has coincided

“In this case, the client was monitoring

viewers to visit their website and convert,

with a surge of online audiences and

their Google Analytics account and

helping them promote new products

a revolution in how performance and

started noticing that they were getting a

or seasonal sales, in addition to raising

actionable engagement have become

tremendous volume of traffic incoming,”

general brand awareness. This revelation

synonymous with CTV campaigns.

said Ali Haeri, vice president of marketing

has brought television out of the pure-

at MNTN, in a recent Digiday article.

awareness arena and into a space that

“That was a game-changer for us,

“And by the way, this traffic was actually

is mixed with performance-focused

seeing that we aren’t only driving

converting.

goals.

well,” said Myles Dacio, senior marketing

“So the campaign was doing exactly

As advertisers work with that kind of

manager at Allergan, in a recent

what it should have,” he continued.

convergence, their approaches to

Digiday report.

“However, the client was so curious

outcomes are transforming. In the

about the uptick that they reached out

new survey, respondents said a hybrid

As those elements change how

to us directly … they were fascinated

awareness-performance model is

advertising in connected television

that they were seeing that these TV

increasingly part of their CTV campaign

works, the dynamics between

campaigns that their branding agency

strategy.

performance and brand marketers

was actually running for them were

are evolving. For example, in a recent

resulting in a lot of great performance for

campaign that MNTN ran with a well-

their brand.”

awareness, but lower-funnel tactics as

known national rental car brand, the
project started with a familiar approach

Haeri said that other advertisers have

to awareness from the company’s

made conversion optimization a priority

branding agency but soon became a

for their CTV campaigns. Brands have

performance moment for all teams.

come to realize that they can prompt

CTV marketing has
become a hybrid brandperformance event

In-house performance marketing team

Q. Which team(s) in your

Hybrid: in-house brand and

organization are primarily
responsible for CTV marketing?

13%

In-house brand marketing team

32%
35%

performance teams
Performance marketing agency
Brand marketing agency

6%
14%

Note. Sample set for this question was

this question on the basis that they were

63 brand advertisers. The remainder of

not brand advertisers.

respondents disqualified themselves from
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The shift to hybrid is clear. While

What counts as success when it comes

space will be televised, the story is

pure brand-awareness plays for CTV

to the approaches these teams are

still developing regarding KPIs and

marketing represent a combined 46%

taking? Essential to know is that while

business impact.

of respondents in the survey, just 11

the teams are converging, the KPIs

percentage points away is the hybrid

are still somewhat divergent. While the

brand-performance model at 35%.

evolution of performance in the CTV

Despite brand-performance
collaboration, KPIs are still
awareness plays

Brand awareness

71%

Impressions/views

71%

Q. What KPIs do you use to measure
CTV success? Select all that apply.

Engagement

48%

Conversions/revenue

28%

ROAS/ACOS/CPA

Q. In what ways has CTV advertising

16%

Increased brand awareness

71%

positively impacted your business?
Select all that apply.

Increased brand engagement

54%

(online, in-store)
Higher conversion rates

25%

Increase in repeat customers
I don’t know

30%
1%

Awareness and impressions still account

That being said, returns-based KPIs are

of conversions/repeat customers in

for three-quarters of the given list,

tallying at 44% in the first graph, showing

the second graph (55%) illustrates the

in the case of both questions, and

a significant percentage of dollar-based

experience-to-wallet relationship CTV

engagement metrics for about one-half

outcomes. The combined percentage

is driving.

in both as well.
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Opportunities and
challenges: Putting CTV
to work in 2021 and 2022
Another advantage of CTV is that

what once would have taken multiple

measure from testing,” said Tierney. “CTV

it gives marketers the ability to test

tools and far more time on a channel like

can help solve a lot of problems and it

multiple creatives against a specific

linear TV, and instead condenses it into a

can be tweaked as priorities change.

audience and test what types of

task that can be carried out within a CTV

Advertisers should come with challenges

campaigns bring value to a business.

ad platform.

they want to solve for and work with their

This testing component helps

Tierney at MNTN said that companies

advertisers gain stronger insights into

benefit from trialing and iterating

different aspects of their campaigns;

different approaches as they adopt or

Since adopting CTV, our respondents

not only can they measure their

advance their CTV strategies.

have achieved stronger connections

tech partners to map out how they can
set up testing roadmaps to solve it.”

between digital and TV marketing (71%),

ad’s effectiveness, but they can also
compare how that message lands

“Advertisers should have an idea of

as well as more engaging creative

with one audience versus another. This

what their current challenges are, what

formats (50%) and precise audience

streamlined testing approach simplifies

they want to solve for and how they can

targeting (50%).

Q. What other benefits have you

Stronger connection between

achieved by adopting CTV advertising?

digital and TV

71%

Select all that apply.

50%

Engaging creative formats

50%

Precise audience targeting
Comprehensive measurement

36%

and data insights
26%

Improved relevance

Time and cost savings

Other (please specify)

11%

4%
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The key challenges when it comes

“Brands are assessing how they can

Some of the critical challenges our

to effectively measuring CTV

advance their attribution model and

respondents have encountered as they

performance aren’t significantly

view things holistically, recognizing that

use CTV advertising include inventory

different from challenges experienced

different channels have different places

fragmentation (53%), being able to

in other marketing channels. Mainly,

within the funnel. How do you account for reach relevant audiences (49%) and

CTV marketing teams deal with

that effectively?” said Tierney at MNTN.

inconsistent measurement (42%).

fragmented data and inventory while
figuring out how to measure crosschannel performance and solve the
attribution equation.

Q. What challenges have you

Inventory fragmentation

54%

encountered as you integrate CTV
advertising? Select all that apply.

Reaching relevant audiences

49%

42%

Inconsistent measurement

39%

Ad fraud

Cost

25%

Brand safety

Other (please specify)

24%

7%

Still, with CTV data, there comes a

“The holy grail for CTV marketers is

more toward database decisioning in

degree of visibility that marketers could

being on a platform that can give you a

a format that is impactful to customers

not achieve with traditional television.

comprehensive view of every dollar you

and their experience in wanting to

Brands and their partners can report on

spend and match it to an attributable

purchase a product.”

conversion order IDs so advertisers can

transaction,” said Christopher Contreras,

match that back into their system to

senior vice president of customer

bridge the data gap.

success at MNTN. “We want to move
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Next steps: Building the right
CTV team for tomorrow’s
connected campaigns

To better measure CTV ad
performance, 75% of respondents are
partnering with third-party technology
vendors for their expertise. More than
half of respondents (57%) also take a
hybrid approach using tech partners
and in-house experts.

Q. What steps have you taken to better

Partnering with a third-party

measure CTV ad performance? Select all

technology vendor (CTV ad

that apply.

platform, DSP, SSP, ad server)

75%

A hybrid of third-party
57%

technology vendor partnership
and in-house experts

Hiring in-house experts

Engaging with a consulting
firm/agency

Other (please specify)

36%

8%

3%

As marketing teams seek out thirdparty technology partners to improve
performance measurement, they are
taking these steps to ensure their CTV
investments pay off in the future:

Work with a CTV technology partner

Be open-minded and patient with CTV

that helps test and iterate. Marketing

performance. Experienced marketers

teams seek vendors that can facilitate

understand that navigating CTV

testing, from numerous creatives for a

execution and measurement will be a

single campaign to how to segment and

learning experience. “For some brands,

target audience demographics.

breaking into the CTV space might be
their first time doing TV advertising at
all,” said Contreras at MNTN. “Teams
need to be aware that they’re moving
into an environment that performs well,

Align resources around creative
development. Advertisers are working

but it will take time to ideate and learn
what works best for their brand.”

with tech partners to understand
whether creative elements — new or
repurposed — can translate to the

CTV presents a significant marketing

CTV medium. Tech partners should

opportunity for advertisers in 2022 and

efficiently assess what creative will and

beyond. Taking these steps to improve

won’t garner results and offer support in

measurement and creativity within the

piecing together the assets to produce

medium will help teams achieve the

an effective CTV spot.

marketing success they seek in the future.
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About MNTN
MNTN builds advertising
software for brands
to drive measurable
conversions, revenue, site
visits and more through
the power of television.
MNTN Performance TV is
the world’s first and only
connected TV advertising
platform optimized for
direct-response marketing
goals. It redefines what
advertisers can do with
television, giving them the
power to tie performance
directly to their TV
campaigns.

